proper decay length of 87 µm; generally decays in a few cm Identified by its decay particles: either leptons or hadrons (pions), and neutrinos Quark-and gluon-initiated jets form the major background: discriminate using variables based on displaced vertex, track multiplicity, collimated shower shape As heaviest lepton, taus are important in SM Higgs physics and BSM searches 
TAU LEPTONS
Longest lived lepton: proper decay length of 87 µm; generally decays in a few cm Identified by its decay particles: either leptons or hadrons (pions), and neutrinos Quark-and gluon-initiated jets form the major background: discriminate using variables based on displaced vertex, track multiplicity, collimated shower shape As heaviest lepton, taus are important in SM Higgs physics and BSM searches 
THE ATLAS TRIGGER SYSTEM
Two-level system reduces rate from collision rate: 40 MHz to avg 1 kHz First level (L1) hardware-based: identifies regions of interest (RoIs) from the muon system and calorimeters; output rate max 100 kHz Software-based high-level trigger (HLT) refines L1 information HLT accesses data from all subsystems; includes tracking information Uses algorithms very similar to offline counterparts Substantial changes w.r.t. Run 1 to deal with increased LHC collision energy and luminosity: bandwidth increases; hardware improvements; merged two stages into one HLT; optimised algorithms Further rate reductions will require changes in triggering strategy The ATLAS Fast Tracker (FTK) will provide full-scan tracks after L1 selection with trained pattern banks Allows for redesign of HLT tau algorithm: tracking can be used before calorimeter information HLT energy resolution impact on efficiency can be reduced Very useful for e.g. SM H → ττ First triggers operational in 2017 Topological triggers at L1 allow for selection by angular criteria Crucial at higher instantaneous luminosity and pile-up Exploit kinematic differences between multi-jet and Higgs signal events ATLAS tau trigger aims to identify hadronic decays L1: narrow cascade in both calorimeters Energy-dependent isolation cuts to control rate Topological L1 triggers may be used in future algorithm which can be executed in as small a window as possible without compromising performance.
The requirements for a trigger object to be found within the window are:
• the RoI cluster must be a local E T maximum (see below);
• the most energetic of the four trigger clusters must pass the electromagnetic cluster threshold;
• the total E T in the electromagnetic isolation region must be less than the e.m. isolation threshold;
• the total E T in the hadronic isolation region must be less than the hadronic isolation threshold.
If all of these conditions are met, then the window is considered to contain an electron/photon candidate (no distinction can be made here between electrons and photons). Eight sets of trigger E T thresholds (combinations of cluster, e.m. isolation and hadronic isolation) are foreseen, and the candidate is classified according to which sets it passes.
For each of the eight sets of thresholds, the multiplicity of candidates passing that selection is counted and passed to the CTP, as an input to its decision. Three bits are used to indicate the multiplicity for any selection, and so for each set of thresholds the multiplicity can range between 0 and 7 (multiplicities higher than 7 must be counted as 7). This restriction on the multiplicity passed to the CTP does not affect the number of RoIs which may be indicated to the level-2 trigger.
This algorithm was arrived at after studies of its performance and that of alternatives, which will now be described. In all of these studies, the full GEANT-based simulation of the ATLAS detector was used. For high-luminosity studies, the effects of pile-up were simulated for a 
